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Club Member Sets New
Canadian AX-5 Distance
and Duration Records!
National Capital Balloon Club member Sandra
Shannon set new Canadian flight distance and
duration records for an AX-5 balloon on a
wintry March 12, 2001. The record attempts
are pending confirmation by the Canadian
Balloon Association as official Canadian
records, but the details of the surprising journey
are inside... and outside, too! The barograph
trace below is from the official record of the
flight. A recording barograph is used to provide
an unassailable confirmation of the fliight as
also documented by the observer of record, in
this case Mary Lalonde from Cornwall.
Congratulations Sandra!
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Kites or Flights?
The Story of 0 r First Fly Day of 2001
Our first fly day of 2001 was scheduled for Saturday
afternoon, May 5. Through Stephanie's contacts, the
NCBC had been invited to be part of the Greely Expo
weekend. The Expo organizers provided us with a
nice launch field, an area for crew training and NCBC
club advertising, and a few free passes to the Expo for
our efforts.
At this time of year, many local NCBC balloonists are
just awakening from the long hibernation from "no
insurance" winters, however, many phone calls later,
at least 6 balloonists were encouraged to try to peek
into the sunlight of a new flying season. Of course, all
said weather permitting!
The evening of Friday, May 4, brought rain and no one
was particularly optimistic about the chances of a
Saturday launch, however, things would change for
the better for this weekend. On Saturday and Sunday
the sun shone brightly even if it was accompanied by
a sl,igtltly higher than comfortable wind.
As the sun passed high noon on Saturday, and the
scheduled crew training time approached, several
trucks (some with trailers), a fancy new convertible,
and a group of cautiously enthusiastic pilots and crew
arrived at the Greely Expo. Even our on site weather
man-les-was predicting the chances of a flight
tonight were as good as Winning 6-49! Well. it
happens!
Not to be dismayed, out comes the latest in "Wild Bill"
Whelan baJloons- the hot air balloon kite. With little
crew training, no pilot license, and no instructions,
several adventuresome NlCBC members launched the
kite into the gusty winds. To our amazement. the kite
flies a little like a hot air balloon- with a little pract ee,
vertical control was just possible, howeve:r, horizontal
control was at the whim of Mother Nature (really, thete
was none). One unique design feature was that the
basket on the kite had turning vents-always open
allowing the pilot a 360 degree view about every half a
second.

2
action to take-Kites or F1ights?- that is the question l
Unfortunately, the gusty winds were not subsiding as
had been hoped, so no flights, it's back to the kites.
But first, we did come out here for crew training as
well. Hastily, a plan came together- those who had
already graduated from ground crew training school
(or pilots, although is that really equivalent training?)
were free to go back to the Expo, however, the rest
were about to be entertained by the 'do-it~yourself
version of ground crew training.
With gloves too big and gloves too smalll, these eager
NCBC members learned the finer points of
assembling an Aerostar balloon. After many "This is
how it is done's" and "Why?''', the basket/burnersl
envelope were assembled. Now the test-do every
thing in reverse order and put it back on the truck.
Success is sweet, and for each member, a brand new
NCBC "Flight Crew" Training Manual. Ok, ok, a small
error in the title-"GrOblnd Crew" Training Manual.
To a standing ovation (no one had chairs anyway), the
first NCBC Ground Crew Training session came to an
end.
A quick weather check, and, as usual, with some luck.
it will be flyable on Sunday afternoon! Where have we
heard that before? As luck would have it, Sunday
afternoon's attempted flight from Greely resulted in a
flight from Metcalfe due to wind direction changes.
So in closing, we are a little disappointed that the first
Fly Day of 2001 was not completely a success as we
were not able to fly hot air balloons, but we now have a
training manual, several new graduates, and a few of
us are just going to go and fly a kite!
Many thanks to all those who came out to the first
NCBC Fly Day of 2001 at the Greely Expo weekend.
We hope to see more NCBC members at the next Fly
Day.
Dave Johns
with contributions from various NCBC B08-rd Members
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Leadership by Board Members

News from the Board
Fly-Days: Diane Casault and Paul Porter

NCBC Guest Flights

Socials: Alexis Hum and Tina Daniels
Landowner Relations: Bill Whelan

A motion was passed at the May 01,2001 meeting of
the Board of Directors. ~NCBC guests that are flown
by an NCBC member pilot, at the request of the
Board, receives compensation to recover costs of up
to a maximum of $100 per flight."
Thanks to Steph and King for going above and
beyond the call of duty in the past.
Debbie Wright

Later on this Spring, a Night Glow
The NCBC is planning a Night Glow at Jetform Park
after a Lynx game. This would be at the end of June
26, with a rain date of June 27. The Board of Directors
needs to know, on or before June 12, if there is
interest from Club members-how many balloons,
pilots and crew-that would be willing to participate, for
arrangements to be finalized.

Membership: Debbie Wright
Web Site: Diane Casault and Tina Daniels
n.b.: NCBC members are welcome to contribute
toClub activities and organization whether or not they
are on the Board ... contact a Board member for
details!

Board of Directors Meetings
The Board of Directors of the NCBC meets monthly.
Members are welcome to attend and should contact a
Board member for meeting particulars if interested.

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting
The minutes of the January 10. 2001 Annual General
Meeting of the NCBC will be published in The
Crownlines, when they become available.
The Editor

If you have any questions or comments. or would like
to indicate your interest in the Niight Glow, just call the
NCBC Hot Line at (613) 247--61H and leave a
message, or email Diane Casault.
Diane Casault

Other News
Liz Dowd Recuperates

piane.Casault@ec.gc.ca

Board of Directors of the NCBC

Liz Dowd has been out of circulation for several weeks
due to a recent operation. The NCBC wishes her a
good recovery, in hopes she'll be back into ballooning
as soon as possible.
The Editor

President: Stephanie Glover
Vice-President: Leslie Manion
Secretary: Diane Casault
Treasurer: King Glover
Directors: Tina Daniels, Alexis Hum, Dave Johns,
Paul Porter. Bill Whelan, Debbie Wright

NCBC Telephone Hot Line

(613) 247-6111
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Update on the AX-I Balloon
Canadian Record Attempt
Les: ITS 9:45 PM ON THE EVENING OF WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 21. AND HERE I AM YET AGAIN TRYING
TO SQUEEZE TH E NUMERICAL WEATH ER
PREDICTION MAPS OUT OF TH E SUPERCOMPUTER
IN MONTREAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AFTER
THEYVE BEEN RUN. ITS LESS THAN 2 HOURS FROM
THE INITIALIZATION DATA ASSEMBLED FROM
WORLD-WI DE OBSERVATIONS-AH, NOW IVE GOT
THE 12 H PREDICTION FOR TOMORROW
MORNING! I KNOW THAT WE HAVE TO CALL THE
FLIGHT FOR TOMORROW MORNING THIS
EVENING; THERE'S TOO MUCH ORGANIZATION
AND TOO MANY PEOPLE INVOLVED TO WAIT TO
CALL IT IN THE MORNING. BYTHEN WE'LL HAVE
TO LIVE WITH THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE
EVENING DECISION-WITH MANY CRANKY PEOPLE
I F MY FORECAST IS WRONG.

BUT. .. IT LOOKS LI KE MY ORIGINAL FORECAST
FROM MONDAY FOR THURSDAY
MORNING-TEMPERATURE -21 oC WITH CALM
WINDS-IS STILL HOLDING. WHERE THE HECK IS
THE ZERO ISOPLETH FROM THE ISALLOBARIC
CHART-RIGHT ON, THATS WHERE! LOOKS LIKE ITS
AGO. SO I CALL BILL. BILL SLEEPILYTELLS ME THAT
MY UPDATE DOESN'T MATTER-WE'RE GOING
AHEAD WITH IT REGARDLESS. SANDRA IS ALREADY
ASLEEP. OH WELL. I NEED SOME SLEEP TOOl

4
hill at Kanata half-way through the long journey
from the boonies to the city to meet the crew. I
phone Bill and tell him that the smoke is not going
straight up, from what I can see anyway. We agree
on my route and I am to phone him when I get
closer to the house. I miss my turn-off on the
Queensway as I am distracted by a very large fire
on Metcalfe street. I decide to drive by and look
at the wind direction of the smoke plume. Back
tracking to Bill's house I wonder about the shape
of the smoke plume of the fire and wonder if the
winds will actually die down after sunrise as we
hope. I tell Bill that my only worry at this point is
the wind. The airport may be reporting calm winds,
but I am not seeing the same thing as I drive down
the Queensway.
Les: ITS 5:10 AM AND I'M CH ECKING TH E
WEATHER AGAIN. WHATS THE USE? THERE'S NO
WAY TO STOP THIS PARTY NOW-EVE RYBODYS
ALREADY UP AND AT'EM. AND THE ONLY NEW
INFORMATION I HAVE IS SOME SPARSE EARLY
MORNING SURFACE OBSERVATIONS, AS WELL AS
THE 1 AM SURFACE MAP. OH WELL. IVE GOTTO
CH ECK ANYWAY-MAYBE WE'LL HAVE TO CHANGE
LOCATIONS BECAUSE OF WIND DIRECTION; I
SHOULD BE BE PREPARED TO ADVISE ON THAT
HEY-EVERYTHING'S STILL LOOKING GOOD! I'M
GETTING SOMEWHAT COCKY THAT MY FORECAST
FROM MON DAY (F ROM TH RE E DAYS AGOD IS STI LL
HOLDING. BUT IT LOOKS LIKE WE'll HAVE ONLY A
SHORTWINDOWTHIS MORNING BEFORE WINDS
PICK-UP TO EASTERLY 10 GUSTING TO 15 KNOTS. I
HOPE WE GET OFF AT 6:30 AM TO MAXIMIZE THE
CHANCES OF FTO TH E TIM HORTON'S I GO ...

Dave: It's 4: 15 am on the morning of February 22
and the alarm clock rudely breaks the silence
and a good night's sleep. After a few seconds,
the brain connects with reality and it's time to
throw back the covers and face the cold. But
just before the feet click into
high gear, the phone rings and
Weather at McDonald-Cartier Airport Feb. 22, 2001 5 am - 9 am
another sleepy voice of a crew
Visb MSL P Temp Dewpt Wind Cloud
GMT Cloud hgts
member requests, "We need
15.00 1031.0 -20.1 -25.6 3104 SCI
CYOW 1000 FEW060
CYOW 1100 FEW035 FEW060 15.00 1031.1 -20.2 -25.1 0000 SC2SC1
more batteries I Can you stop at
20.00 1030.9 -21.0 -25.2 0000 SCI
CYOW 1200 FEW035
the store on the way over and get
CYOW 1300 FEW030 FEW250 20.00 1030.9 -20.9 -25.1 0506 SCIClI
some ?". At 4 in the morning,
CYOW 1400 FEW250
20.00 1030.7 -19.6 -25.6 0809 Cl1
that is a hard request to
remember, however, it gets filed
\Vith all the other things needed for the flight
Dave: This Thursday's morning's weather is
preparations, and it's time to get dressed, load
perfect for a record attempt. Temperature -21 °C
up the car, and head out. Oh, and don't forget
and calm \Vinds and no clouds.
the batteries !
Sandra: It's 4:30 AM and the pilot is cresting the

So here we are-12 people and one balloon
Kennedy Space Centre has nothing on us!
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Picture this: an all-girl launch crew (5) all
wrapped up in their winter clothes, Ipilot that
looks like she is ready for a space walk (helmet
and al'l), 1 Official Observer, 2 photographers
with cameras (and one very cold hand each
(gloves are useless for taking pictures ), 3 guys as
the Technical Supervisors (T.S.) and equally
wrapped up, and one 40-foot tall bright
highlighter yellow hot air balloon...

favourable so it's off to the third possibility, at
the playground behind an empty school-of
course it's empty at 6: 15 am-and just a little
farther south of Ottawa.
Arriving at the desired spot, we all spill out of the
trucks looking like a gang of Michelin people
impersonators. The balloon and other
equipment are hauled out of the truck and,
under the watchful eye of the Official Observer,
the girls' busy hands begin the organized
confusion that quickly results in a fully
assembled balloon ready to inflate. A minor
glitch, the cold air inflation fan refuses to start
and requires some special attention from the
T.S.. It chugs to life as everyone breathes a
collective sigh of relief.
During all this time, our pilot is busy assembling
her "space suit" complete with heated socks and
mitts, and stereo headset in the 'Top Gun'
helmet. Silently, she sits in the warm cab of the
truck reviewing her flight plan, convincing those
few butterflies to go away, and making sure the
heated mitts and air radio work equally well.

from left: Dave, Sandra., Bill, Diane, Debbie, Leslie, Jan

Les: WE TAKE OFF FOR TH E NAVAN ARENA. AFTER

~ts now 5:30 am and spirits and coffee cups are
high as we meet at the local Tim Horton's. Even
the sun won't be over the horizon until 6:50 am,
but why are there so many people at the T.H. ?
Last minute preparations are discussed, cell
phones ringing everywhere, flash cameras being
tested (hard on the eyes), and everyone makes
that last visit to the "library".

Sandra: Included in the last minute preparations
are the threading of the idiot strings attached to
two sets of gloves for Sandra. There is no basket
on this balloon so if you drop anything, it is gone.
So in addition to the helmet, which makes me look
like a mutant fly (Debbie's words), I now walk
around with apparently four hands! Very funny! No
coffee for the pilot though Dave buys a thermos of
coffee for me when the flight is over (how
thoughtful!).
Dave: So it's into the convoy and off to find the
ideal launch site. We guess at two sites but the
very light winds that have begun are not

ARRIVAL. BILL INFORMS ME THAT I SHOULD LEAVE
MYTRUCK BEHIND BECAUSE OF LIMITED PARKING
ATOUR PLANNED LAUNCH SITE. SO I GO WITH
JAN BECOOY. AT TH E PLANN ED LAUNCH SITE
(GEE-THIS IS AN ODD PLACE; TOO MANY FARM
BUILDINGS). WE ARE GEITING SOME LIGHT
KATABATIC WINDS. BILL DECIDES TO GO TO
ANOTHER SITE, A CHURCH. JAN AND I GET STUCK
FOR A WHILE ON THE WAY UP A HILL AS WE ARE
TH E LAST TO DEPART. WH EN WE DRIVE PAST TH E
NAVAN ARENA AGAIN. I JUMP OUT TO GET TO MY
OWN VEHICLE. BYTHETIME I"MATTHE
CHURCH-THEYRE GONE AGAIN! I DONT HAVE A
RADIO. OR A CHARGED CELL PHON E-WH ERE DI D
THEY GO? I DRIVE AROUND FOR 3/4 OF AN HOUR,
CIRCLING, EVENTUALLY FINDING THEM IN A
SCHOOL YARD.

Sandra: AS the crew works in the cold, I sit in the

cab keeping warm. Part of me wants to be out there
with them. Part of me knows that my job is to stay
out of there way. I sit thinking of all the way that
we have come from the initial ideas in December
through until now: the official attempt. For me it
has been an exercise in letting go, and letting other
people help along the way. I could not do this on my

6
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own. It is a team effort and I sit there in awe of
the team effort of those who are there with us
that morning and those who are still warm in their
beds thinking about us. Everyone has contributed
so much and I hope I can make all our dreams come
true with a record this morning. If any morning
would give it to us, today is the day. I try to keep
calm and not pay attention to the butterflies in my
stomach. Feels like a competition flight, except
this will be solo in the air. I try to think through all
the conversations that I have had with Bill.
Everything to remember. I play the scenarios over
and over in my head-what if this, then that, what if
that, then this. I am ready for this!
Dave: The door to the tnlck opens (you can just
hear the drum roll start). Her crew say all is
ready, and it's time to board. By the way, this
balloon has only one seat - complete with aircraft
approved flotation seat cushion - and all the leg
room altitude will give you.
Clip, clip, clip, clip, etc. and our pilot and the
balloon become inseparable. Click, click, click 
cameras are recording the events-oh, for heated
gloves for the photographers. According to the
rules, our tnlsty AME does the final safety check
and the flame is ready to be lit.
And lit it does get. A couple of blasts from the
burner and the balloon lifts over the playground
and begins to come to life, its happy face looks
upward ready to challenge the sky. Alliooks
good for a 7:00 am lift-off.

mistakes. We call Bill over and he looks at it ;
confirms it is propane. The flight is over. But, as
we put the burner on the ground the valve catches
a little fire. What started as my heart sinking at
the prospect of our flight being over now changes
to adrenalin-we need to sort out the fire safely.
Once out of the harness, I walk towards the truck
and breathe deeply-of disappointment and relief.
Hugs for everyone-especially Bill; he is in charge of
the equipment and feels responsible Hugs for
everyone; our first attempt is over and we were
more successful in getting off the ground in the
test flights! Oh well... Murphy came to visit today.
I get to enjoy the coffee that was meant for
victory. And, Debbie gives me some special
equipment-antenna to complete the mutant fly look!
I am glad everyone is so joyful even though we have
not lifted off!
I

I.

Les: I GET OUT OF THE BRONCO, GLAD I DIDNT
MISS THE TAkE-OFF I NOTICE THAT SOMETHING'S
WRONG-REALLY WRONG. NOTTHE WEATHER...
LOOkS NEARLY CALM AND CERTAINLYTHE
TEMPERATURE'S COLD ENOUGH. BUTTHEYRE
BRINGING THE ENVElOPE DOWN ... I ASk WHATS
HAPPENED. PROPANE LEAk. OH.

Dave: We had the crew, pilot, and observer; we
had the balloon; we had the weather; we had the

The next burst of flame from the burner is
uncharacteristically short. All is not so right!
Propane leaks from the blast valve. Fuel valves
are shut-off. Joy and enthusiasm are replaced
by concern and animated discussions as to what
to do. The tnlsty AME is called in and the
decision is unanimous: Cancel the flight!
The All-Female Record
Sandra: The balloon starts to lift off the ground

from the first burns. Then I notice a drip. I look
again, yes, it is a definite drip, and a constant drip
too. I play with the valve handle a bit, still dripping.
I signal to Diane to check this out for me. She
wonders if it is condensation; I am calm, we need to
figure this out. The one thing I have learned
through all of my ballooning is that rushing leads to

Attemp~ing Crew

launch site. Unfortunately, we also had Murphy.
How did he get on this crew???
The decision is made to repair the blast valve and
try again at 8:00 am, however, the 'wind has
started up and is increasing passed 5 knots.
This is not favourable. With thoughts of bacon

The Crown lines
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and eggs overcoming the enthusiasm to ny, we
scrub the night for the day and convoy over to
the local restaurant to discuss the next attempt.
Sandra: As we are driving back from the first

attempt, Bill is suggesting that we fix the blast
valve and try again. A check is made as to who can
remain on the team and not based on their real life
commitments. Poor Diane-she has to go to a course
and I thought she would cry at the prospect of not
seeing the second attempt. She is a brave girl and
gives us her blessing to go on without her. I feel
the loss. She has been a major contributor to this
project. We decide that we are down to a mixed
crew of men and women. We will have to go for the
general category record-any record is better than
none at all. So, we drop off Diane at the bus
station, regroup at Bill's house and then head out
for a second try. All the way we are watching the
winds, the flags, the smoke stacks. Doesn't look
good, but we have to try anyway. The airport
reports calm winds, so we go south hoping to find
better conditions. No luck there either; breakfast
is the next item on the agenda!
Les: FIX TH E BLAST VALVE AN D TRY AGAIN? OK. I'LL
COME ALONG. BUT I ADVISE Bill AND SANDRA
THAT WE DONT HAVE MUCH TIME. WE 1I KElY
WONT MAKE IT-THE WIND WILL COME UP. IT
DOES. WE GO FOR BREAKFAST. IT WAS A GOOD
EFFORT BY ALL'.

,



Bill and Mary replace O-ring on blast va'lue while Sandra looks on
anxiously

Dave: Many thanks to all those involved today,
and to those who have been involved in the
project and were not able to attend the first
attempt at the AX-I record. Stay tuned, there
will be another!
Sandra: Many, many thanks to everyone! We will try

again!
Dave Johns. Sandra Shannon and Les Welsh
(Photos by Les Welsh)

June 2001
Sunday

I

Monday

I

I

Tuesday

I

Wednesday

I

Thursday

NCBC Telephone Hot Line
(613) 247-6111

Friday

I

I

Saturday

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
NCBC Fly Day
Corner Store
Celebration
Navan

(Deadline to indicate
interest in June 26
Night Glowsee page 3)

17

18

21

20

19

22

23
London Air Show

I

-+
24
London Air Show
(continues)

25

28

27

26
Night Glow
Jetform Park
(after Lynx Game-reply
if interested, by June 12)

Night Glow
"Rain" Date

29

30

I

July 2001
I Sunday
1 CANADA DAY

Monday

I

Tuesday

I

I Wednesday

I Thursday I

Friday

I

Saturday

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

Fly Day
afternoon at
Carleton University
(or other location TBD)

8

Recontre Arnicale
Magog-Orford, Quebec

15

16

17

18

19

20

Recontre Arnicale
(continues)

22

24

25

26

Festival de
Montgolfieres de
Becancour
(continues)

29

121
Festival de Montgolfieres
de Becancour, Quebec

23

27
deadline for
articles for
second issue of
The Crownlines

30

31

Fly Day in Renfrew-date TBD

...

28

...

I

August 2001

II

I

Sunday

Monday

I

Tuesday

I

I

Wednesday I

I

Thursday

12

11

I
Friday

I

Saturday

I

13

14

1

London Balloon Festival
London, Ontario

Festivent, St-Jean-Chrysostome, Quebec

5

6
Festivent
(continues)

London Balloon Festival (continues)

12

113

7

8

9

10

NCBC Fly Day
"Climate Change
Caravan"

-+
-+

111

Festival de Montgolfieres
de st-Jean-sur-Richelieu

-+

afternoon location TBD

14

15

16

17

1

18

Festival de Montgolfieres de St-Jean-sur-Richelieu
St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec

-+

(continues)
19

20

21

22

23

25

24

NCBC Fly Day
afternoon

Festival de
Montgolfieres
(continues)

Pineview Golf Course

Festival de Montgolfieres de Chicoutimi
Chicoutimi, Quebec

26
Festival de
Montgolfieres
(contin ues)

27

28

29

30

31

Festival de
Montgolfieres de
Gatineau

-+

I

-+

I

September 2001
I

Sunday

I

Monday

I

Tuesday

I

Wednesday

!

Thursday

I

Friday
31

I

Saturday
1

1

Festival de Montgolfieres de
Gatineau
Gatineau, Quebec

2

1

3

4

5

7

6

Festival de Montgolfieres (continues)

10

9

1

8

Atlantic Balloon Festival
Sussex, New Brunswick

...

11

13

12

14

15
NCBC Fly Day
afternoon
Fly the Gorge
Storyland

Atlantic Balloon
Festival
(continues)

16

17

18

20

19

21

22

deadline for articles
for third edition of
The Crownlines

23

30

...

23

25

26

28

27

NCBC Fly Day
Fly the Gorge
Storyland
(rain date)

29

October 6-14: Albuquerque International Balloon Festival
Saturday, October 20: NCBC Fly Day, afternoon, Stephanie's and Todd's in Navan
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The Journey to the Record:
the Monkey's accounting
of the adventure to the record!

O

ur journey to the AX-5 Canadian record ac.tually
started with an attempt at the AX-1 Canadian
record.

Back in December 2000, with the prospect of another
long winter to set in upon us, we got the idea to play
with another amateur built balloon. Bill was wondering
how he would spend his winter-having fond memories
of the winter past when Patriotic All-Sew was built.
Build another balloon, I said; No-he did not need
another balloon, he said. So... let's build one for the
fun of it! Bill had experience now-one under his belt,
and he could be the 'crew chief of the Ottawa gang to
build a new balloon. We wanted something
doable-small and fun, and a challenge too-so we
came up with the idea to build an AX-1 and go for the
record. I would be the 'monkey in the seat' and
anyone who was interested would contribute their time
and effort as they could. Bill looked at me askew a
couple of times, I think wondering if r was really into
this, and then he took off with the planning-a man
with a mission-it was fun to watch!
So... as per usual. .. give Bill an idea and off he goes.
Before we knew it we were hip deep in patterns,
fabric, cutting, sewing. Every few days, little pieces of
the puzzle were falling in place. Many people
contributed their time-Diane. Dave, and Bill cut the
pattern. Debbie, Alexis, Diane and Bill cut the fabric.
Diane, Debbie, Nicky, Bill, Dave sewed the fabric into
a balloon in what should be recognized as record
time! We looked for cables, talked about lengths,
tested and rethought and retested the seat and
harness hookup (harness courtesy of Bill's
cousin-wonder at the network of connections of our
friends!). Very soon, there were test inflations, and
tests with the 'monkey in her suit and chair' too! I
remember the first time it lifted me off the
ground-WOW-we had potential here! The parachute
proved to be a real challenge requiring many
adjustments and rnore test inflations. Les was
recruited as our weather watcher and he provided us
many predictions and updates on expected
weather-unfortunately he is not the GOD of weather
though, and he could not bring us the -30°C
temperatures we were looking for! Dave amazingly
procured a military helmet complete with sun-visor,
headphones and hook up to our aircraft radios, and an
aircraft seat cushion to make the seat more
comfortable (love that network we have... !). Ron

even contributed a piece of plywood cut to size with
inslructions- place butt here! Mary is recruited as o~r
observer- required for any record attempts. ~he Will
prove to be a trooper-being on alert and coming out
for our attempts each time.
Two attempts at the AX-1 record ended even before
we got off the ground-the first with an O-ring that .
decided not to cooperate, and then Mother Nature dId
not provide us with calm enough winds. If eve~ you
see pictures of the AX-1 with its sling-type chair, and
unique fuel tank assembly-you will know why strong
winds are a 'scrub'!
So... disappointed that our record attempts had not
succeeded and realizing that we were not to get the
cold temperatures required, we regrouped and came
up with another plan. Let's
attempt another record, one
that was doable at these
Previous height I distance /
temperatures. So, Bill
duration records for
suggested the AX-5 amateur
Canada are shown below
built Patriotic All-Sew
from the Canadian
balloon, with a small single
Ballooning Association
person basket. Was I in for
web site:
it, he asked? Well, it looked
Sub-Class AX-5
more like our regular
balloons than the AX-1 did,
[900 - 1200 m3)
so why not? I was in. We
checked out the Canadian
19 Oct 1970
records- approximately 2
MUNRO. Raymond
Raven Vulcoon S40A
hours and 58 km-we could
CF-TSI
do this! Besides there were
2,878.07 m
no female records-so we just
had to put me in the skies
19 Apr 1970
safely.
MUNRO, Raymond A.
CF-TSI
57.25 km

Bill called on a
Wednesday-a high
05 Oct 1970
pressure system had
MUNRO, Raymond A.
materialized and it was
CF-TSI
flyable in the afternoon
2hr 4min
could J manage the
afternoon off of work for a
test flight in the AX-5 with the
single basket? Well, if we were to attempt a record,
the answer had to be yes. So a few rearranged
conference calls, and Bill, Gary and I went in search of
a launch site south of the city. No city flights for my
first try-please-as everyone knows I prefer country
flying to the city anytime! So as usual, we launched
pibals, took our readings, estimate the flight path and
then set up the balloon. A little propane leak taught
Bill and I the lesson that only one person sets up the
balloon and does the job start to finish. With that little
incident resolved, we continued the final preparations
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for the test flight and launched me into the clear blue
skies-perfect day for a balloon flight. I am sure both
Gary and Bill wanted to jump in the basket with me,
but, trust me, there was barely enough room for me!
With my luck, the winds have changed and all that pre
flight planning went out the window as I went 180
degrees opposite!
Once launched, I realized how different this balloon
was from mine. For me this was a flight with a new-to
me envelope. burner, and basket-the entire system. It
looked different, sounded different, felt different and
flew different; this was going to be a learning
experience and well needed too. A couple of burns of
the burner sent me to 1500 feet and I couldn't seem to
come down. A little encouragement from Bill-shorter
burns, Sandy-helped solve the problem. But, what
was challenging me the most was my faith in the
burner. J fly a Fantasy balloon with vapour pilot light
that fairly 'roars' as you fly; I rather like to hear my pilot
light. This burner was so quiet, I could hardly hear the
pilot light. As I radio to Bill and tell him of my
uneasiness he laughs at me and tells me to settle
down the pilot light is fine. Having had some hair
raising flights during competition with a pilot light that
was reluctant to be re-Iit, I was prepared with sparkers
at the ready, like my security blanket. You cannot
have enough sparkers in the basket. After about 20
minutes I manage to coax myself into shorter burns
and let the balloon come to a low level for some
contouring out over the fields, woods and quarry. I
manage to keep the balloon level and contour nicely
over the trees and learn how long and short blasts
cause the balloon to react. I am flying quite nicely
when Bill wants me to test the turning vents. Sorry, no
can do-I don't have the guts to open holes in the side
of my balloon! That will have to wait. chicken is my
middle name. Near the end of the flight, I am looking
at contouring some more (I am having fun now) when
Bill asks me if I am going to land. Well, no, I am at the
back of the pit and there are trees... He reminds me
that I am flying a tiny balloon and is quite capable of
landing 'on a dime' he tells me. Okay, lets try thisand both Gary and Bill are there to catch the basket. It
really does land on a dime with lots of room to spare!
So, test flight accomplished, Bill spends time talking
me through the flight and we talk about what the
record attempt will entail. I am getting excited and
confident that this is a doable thing.
We tentatively plan a flight for Sunday. Crew is all put
on alert and Les is set up to watch the weather for us.
Sunday is a scrub due to weather-BUT- Monday
looks like a go. Sunday afternoon, via e-mail and a
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few phone calls, we are set up for an attempt on
Monday morning.

e-mail sent: Wed 2001-03-14 11:26 AM

Hi Sandra, what a great account of your flight, reading it
made me feel as if we were doing it again.
wild bill EH!!!

Monday morning we assemble at the Tim Hortons' on
Innes road; it should be called our Official Hot Air
Balloon Record Attempt Meeting Place! Everyone
arrives on time and plans are made for the launch site.
We had pre-picked the Pineview Golf Course and
everything stilt looks good for that site. Gary brings a
present-to make up for his absconding with the keys
to my vehicle after the test flight-thank you Gary!
Dave brings the Thermos to be filled with coffee for my
landing celebration (as I am on short rations before the
flight). We are expecting a 5-hour flight and lets just
say that body functions are a little tight and awkward in
that basket-so best just not to have to attempt them in
the first place! Les briefs me on the final details of the
weather; expect winds to be shifting at some point in
the flight. How do I feel about this-well-hmmm-I
don't know, but it still sounds flyable, so let's do it.
This morning we have Mary (observer), Bill (who could
keep him at home on a day like this, our intrepid crew
chief1), Gary, Kathy (our international contingent!), Les
(our weather-maker), Debbie, Dave, and Leslie. The
convoy troops off to the golf course for the launch. I
leave Bill and everyone to set up the balloon-l have
learned my lesson from the test flight, stay out of the
way. I sit in the front seat of the truck, keeping warm
and psyching myself up for this; it is really a go-this is
really happening-keep focussed-try to remember
EVERYTHING that every instructor and pilot ever
taught me, hoping I don't let anyone down-will Mary
Anne be proud of her student-will I see this
through-can I do this for the crew-can I do this for
Bill's balloon??? Debbie comments on the fact that I
am not as 'intense' as I was for the AX-1 attempt-we
put it down to experience (oh yeah- two aborted
attempts, and one test flight-I am getting over
confident, I wonder?). And also, this 'looks' like a real
balloon-my butt is not slung and harnessed under a
free moving burner-this looks like the real thing. "This
is just a balloon flight and you are a pilot-you can do
this", I keep telling myself.
Hot inflation time. The burner is awkward sometimes
and this time is no exception. It doesn't want to pivot
enough and Bill has to help steady the burner for the
initial burns. Good thing he lined the mouth of the
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balloon with NOMEX! We get the balloon up and then
the crew starts the hookup for the external second
tank, as I keep the balloon inflated. Once hooked up,
we try a test of the fuel line change procedure. Bill
and I have talked this through and I am comfortable
with the concept, but need to be sure I can do it on the
ground first. I want no 'firsts' in the air. We give it a try
and the pilot light does not stay lit. Bill knows of my
'hang up' with pilot lights and knows I will not launch
without knowing definitively why the pilot light has
gone out and that it won't repeat that in the air.
"WHY?" I ask of him? A quick decision is made to
drop the second tank; this is not a problem to be
solved wasting precious fuel on the ground. We are
going on this flight with one tank and will have to do
the best we can. We are fairly confident that duration
will be okay, but distance may be out of reach. We
agree that we will do it; after all, one record is better
than no recc.rds! The wind has started to pick up at
ground level and the balloon is soft from our work with
the second tank. A few more minutes are required to
get the balloon under control before we launch.

CD I am off-all by myself-the feeling of leaving the
ground and leaving my friends behind. Self-confidence
is not high at this point! But quickly I remind myself of
our task; they have done their job, now mine is
beginning-get get focused, get sorted out, and start
'looking long'. As luck would have it, I fly the intended
flight path for what seems to be all of 90 seconds
before the wind shift that Les had briefed me on
appears and I am headed in a northwesterly flight path
over the city. Okay-this is workable-we are on a long
mission and this just looks like any Winterlude flight.
At least that is what I tell myself.
I sort myself out and start 'flying' the balloon. I am
eternally grateful for the test flight of the previous week
as I notice that t am not fixated on the sounds smells
feelings of the balloon as much as before. I h~ve a '
certain familiarity with the balloon and after the first 5
minutes I am feeling 'at home' with myself and the
balloon; we seem to be friends on a mission together.
~ comfortable. I come through 1,500 feet AGL
\bland level out-this is a good height to get a handle
on the wind directions and what will happen. Wind
shear! The side of balloon does the classic cave-in,
m~u~h closes and flaps away above me. All my pilot
training comes back to me. I hear Mary-Anne's voice
and Bills voice-wait, be patient, burn when it opens.
The mouth is opening and I give a good bum,
remembering that this is a small balloon so it will not
need the usual burns of my AX-8 balloon. The mouth
c'?ses again, I take a quick look at the ground-we are
stili good; and look back to the mouth-patience;
open ... open ... please open- patience ... the mouth
opens again and I get another blast in and the balloon
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opens to its normal shape (reJief1). We are good I tell
myself.
I remembered reading about some record attempts in
the balloon magazines and I remember two things:
fuel economy and optimum speed for dis tance
achievement. I focus myself on the flight and what I
have to do: short burns, steady climbs, look to the
distance. I use the GPS to see what the speeds are
doing and settle out at 1800-2000 feet. I am not going
for altitude and I am comfortable ~is height. I settle
in for a long flight across the city. ~
Thirty minutes or so into the flight, I haven't heard from
Bill and I have tried the radio. I think, well, maybe I
should check in with him. So, cell phone in hand, I
resort to ground communication techniques to raise
the crew. Don't they know that I am up here???? I
contact them in the Tim Hortons' cavorting with coffee.
, give them my location, smell the coffee, and tell them
my flight path. Bill seems happy with my progress
across the city and they are on their way. I go back to
flying.
@Forty-five minutes into the flight, I am reaching the
outskirts of Kanata-fuel gauge is starting to register
through 60%. I get this disappointed feeling. It seems
that the fuel economy is not as good as our test
flight-which was on a warmer day. I am feeling
discouraged; will I be able to do it? No point in giving
up now. We are going to have to eek what we can out
of this tank. I relay the fuel consumption to Bill; again.
he seems happy and assures me that the next 50%
will last longer. I remember we were on the ground
longer than expected at the golf course and surmise
that that is the reason the fuel consumption is
increased. Fuel economy witl be my nemesis unless I
continue to manage it well.
Well, fuel economy could be my nemesis, but cold can
be too. As I pass over the back of Kanata High Tech
park, I get shivers down my back and my feet are cold
and legs are trembling. Oh dear-we haven't even hit
the one hour mark and I am getting cold. Warmth
management takes over as primary concern. I take
out the HOTSHOTs and shake one up, planning to put
them in my boots. I have already put HOTSHOTs into
my leather gloves and though my fingertips are cold I
am still okay. I squirm my right foot out of my boot and
drop the HOTSHOT into the boot, congratulating
myself that though I never was a great basketball
player, this is one shot that I made wetll I start to
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shake up the next HOTSHOT for my left foot, and
being a bit too proud of my accomplishment with the
right foot, I don't hold tight enough and wing the
HOTSHOT out over the edge of the basket; off it goes!
At first I am shocked and then I start to laugh-good
thing no one is here to see this I think! Then I tell
myself not to waste this opportunity to see what the
winds below me are doing, so I watch it Wing its way to
the ground. I have another set of HOTSHOTS but I
refuse to break them out at this point; I will have to do
with just one in my right boot for now!
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As the shadow of my balloon inches across the ground
I look from road to road as indicators of progress.
Every 100 m makes a difference. I try to 'will' the
balloon to go on. The slowing of the winds makes
progress seem very slow relative to the initial parts of
the flight. I laugh at myself; here I am wishing for more
wind speed and in the summer I am wishing for calmer
winds- how we change! I radio Bill with distance and
we agree to 'put some in the bag' and keep going.
Fuel gauge is registering 30%. Bill and I talked about
this. Remember it is a 15-gallon tank, not your 10
gallon tanks that you are used to. Thirty percent of 15
is larger than the same reading on your smaller tank;
don't get fooled, don't get too cocky either I say.
Despite my desire to land, I know that everything is
going well and we can go on. Keep going, there is no
reason to land yet, I keep telling myself.

Food-maybe I should eat; besides I am getting bored!
I had brought a stash of food thinking that it would be
a 5-hour flight, so I have lots to choose from. I break
out the chocolate bar (hey, leave the healthy apple
until later; besides, I am treating myselfl). I had been
spitting over the edge of the basket trying to keep track
of the winds below, if for any
reason I had to go down there.
This is definitely 'alone flying'.
Spit is incredibly hard to track
e-mail sent: Wed 2001-03-14 11:34 AM
I look back over my training
against the white snow
I
especially
loved
the
hot
shot
"flight"
and
brown
and flight experience and
covered fields. As I am
spit
parts!
appreciate all the 'lessons' I
chewing this frozen AERO bar,
have
leamed. I think I am
I get the funny idea--rny spit is
giving
myself confidence in
brown now! Gross, but
Deb
my skill. I always surprise
effective! So, a few sips of
myself that I can actually
water, and voila, I can now see
fly-funny I know-but every flight is such a pleasure.
what the winds are doing down below! Yuck! Will I
This one inclUded. Wow! The 'I am flying' feeling
ever admit to this in public?
comes over me. This is real!
Flight path continues out past Kanata and towards
Pakenham and the Bumt Hills. Hmmm ... not friendly
flying over the Burnt Hills; this I learned the hard way
in my early days of flying. Wind veers a little and I fly
up the Carp Valley. There is some steerage so I can
angle towards Pakenham and the Burnt Hills and then
descend and angle back towards the river. I want to
get as much distance as possible before I veer back
on myself. I continue to catch sight of the crew convoy
and feel 'company' as the follow along. We have a few
more conversations exchanging flight path and fuel
information. True to fonn, the last 50% seems to be
lasting longer. I am still very focussed on fuel
economy and keep a careful watch on speed and
altitude. By now I am able to discern a 2-knot
difference in ground speed, and confirm this with the
GPS. I watch the shadow of the balloon on the
ground; it is my beacon towards which I keep flying.
As long as it is still moving I am making progress.
®We pass the two-hour marl<; duration seems to be
in the bag. The winds are slowing down-initial ground
speed was averaging 27-29 kms/hour, now we are in
the low 20s. We are close to the distance record too.

I lose sight of the crew convoy for a while and seem to
be out of communication too. They will have to back
track and cross the Madawaska River. as my flight
path has changed again. I feel alone for a time.
There are a lot of decisions coming up; how much
farther do I go? I have this urge to land before I cross
the major highway. I am really wondering about the
last 25% of fuel; how will it fly, what will be the
response of the balloon, will it differ from the flight thus
far~o I need to land? No answers-I decide to make it
across the highway and reassess. The wind is slowing
down and veering more towards the river. I have a
little steerage, but not mUCh.
®I cross the highway and no major disasters have
happened, the fuel is still good, pressure is still good,
response is still good; keep going, no need to land yet.
Distance is approaching 60 km, see how many more
we can get. I know the flight's end will be near, but we
are good for a little while longer, just keep going. My
eyes go from the horizon to the fuel gauge, the GPS.
then the pressure gauge and back again.
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(J)As I fly closer to the Ottawa River, seemingly lined
with trees and no roads, I decide to come down lower
and see what the winds are doing there. I am not
comfortable starting a river crossing (even ice-covered
as it was) coming on to 20% fuel. Is this a good idea
or not? No... I don't think so. So, I decided to come
down lower and hope the winds will veer a.way from
the river on the ground and use the lower levels to get
more distance. Again, the balloon is hard to initiate
into a sustained decent; bums of any kind just seem to
keep me up there. I have to concentrate on not
burning to get the descent really started. The lower
level winds seem to be keeping me flying toward the
river, so I continue the descent. Consistent with any of
my landings, things seem to change 5 times on the
way down. So, landing site picked out turned out not
to be, as the ground level winds changed and took me
back over the road and Into a large field, In which I
land-smack dab in the middle of the field. Looks
pretty, but the retrieval will prove to be onerous as only
the very lightest of us can walk across the ice without
falling through. Les finds a kindly farmer eager to play
with his snowmobile-he comes with inner tube in hand
to ferry the equipment and crew back to the road.
Thus, 3 hours 12 minutes, and approximately 65 km
have passed by; the flight is over. We are all ecstatic.
We let Mary do her stuff and hope for the best.
Later in the Tim Hortons (are we fans or what???) we
eager1yawait Bill to set up the barograph and print out
the data. The graph is wonderful and seems to be a
'hard proof verification of our flight.

The Longest Journey for an AX-5 by a Canadian-and
the longest article ever to appear in The Crownlines!.
Great read, Sandra!-The Editor

Submissions to The Crownlines
The deadlines for submissions to The Crownlines for
2001 are Fridays as follows:
July 27,2001
September 27,2001
December 7, 2001
Items can be submitted to Les Welsh by mail (18
Clarey Avenue, Ottawa, K1 S 2R7), by facsimile (953
8903), or bye-mail in Virtually any format
(Leslie.Welsh@ec.gc.ca).
t's easier to write your articles now. while you're
thinking about itl Write about a Fly Day or social (with
pictures that'd be great!). Or an old Mmemorable
flight". Or anything you'd like to write or photograph to
do with ballooning? (I'll scan photographs or take stills
from videos if you'll loan me an original.)
The Editor

Advertising Rates for The Crownlines
The Crownlines accepts advertisements at the following
rates, for fully prepared advertising copy:

The rest of the day is spent measuring and other stuff.
By 5PM I am on my way to my regular Monday night
meeting with my fellow MBA students. Wow! Again,
what a day-I have to pinch myself to see if it Is true. I
bring pictures and the barograph read-out to our
meeting. We are celebrating the end of one course
and preparing for the start of another, double reason
to celebrate!
We have done it. seemingly set two Canadian records!
High time too; some of those records have been on
the books since 1970-time to update them!
Congratulations and thanks to all who participated
throughout this journey of excitement and discovery!
hope you are all up for more adventures!
Sandra Shannon

Full Page
Half Page
Quarter Page
Business Card

$25
$15
$10
$5

Please send a hard copy of your ad with full payment to:
National Capital Balloon Club
P.O. Box 78081
1547 Merivale Road
Nepean, Ontario
K2G 5W2
or e-mail Leslie.Welsh@ec.gc.ca and forward payment
under separate cover.

NCBC Hotline
(613) 247-6111
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A Proposal for NCBC Balloon Operations

NCBC Club Balloon Report
Principles
The Club Balloon Committee is pursuing proposals for
opportunities that would obtain a Club Balloon with
limited or no up front capital expense to the Club.
One such opportunity involved a proposal to a major
international corporation with a local Ottawa presence.
An advertising balloon for the corporation was
proposed at the corporation's request, with operation
of the balloon by the Club on a cost-recovery basis.
However, the proposal proved too expensive for the
company. even with NCBC volunteer labour.
The Club Balloon Committee is still pursuing a
proposal to the Trillium Foundation, the Ontario
grantililg body that distributes much of the profit from
OntariQ lotteries and gambling operations. The Board
of Directors has approved a tentative approach to the
Trillium Foundation to test their receptiveness for a
draft proposal supporting the sport of ballooning in
Ottawa. If the Trillium staff indicate that there is
sufficient promise for our draft proposal, the Club will
proceed to finalize a comprehensive proposal for the
further consideration of the Board and membership.
We expect to know this summer whether or not to
proceed to the next step of the comprehensive
proposal.
In the meantime, the Club Balloon Committee has
made a proposal for the operation of a Club Balloon,
partly in answer to some questions the Board had
about the compleXity of the logistics and financing.
The proposal is based on direction from the Board
and our research into the experience in other clubs.
The Club Balloon Committee would love to hear what
you think-are such principles in the right ball park?
Leslie Welsh and Dave Johns

Effectiveness
•

NCBC must be organized to meet any
commitments it makes in exchange for the
resourcing of a Club balloon (e.g. commitments to
sponsors, commitments for charitable support);

•

NCBC must use the balloon to promote the sport of
ballooning in the National Capital to help fulfill the
NCBC's raison d'etre;

•

NCBC must attract new members with the balloon
NCBC must assist in the training of new pilots with
the balloon

Equity
•

NCBC must balance and accommodate pilots' and
ground crews' interests
NCBC members, particularly pilot members, should
share obligations associated with the balloon in
proportion to their use of the balloon
NCBC must equitably allocate the out-of-the
ordinary benefits of balloon ownership amongst
members (e.g. using the balloon to participate in
balloon festivals)

•

The Board of Directors of the NCBC must be
protected against liability reSUlting from any
ownership or operation of the balloon by the NCBC
NCBC costs of operation of the balloon must be
shared by those members primarily benefiting from
the balloon, and by those causing any costs (e.g.
balloon or equipment damage)

Economy

NCBC Club Balloon Committee
•

NCBC general funds must not be burdened over
the long run by any net costs of operation of the
balloon
NCBC, as an incorporated body, should be used to
obtain a balloon as well as more economically
operate the balloon, helping to absorb short-term
fluctuations of needed cash flow.

•

NCBC should be promote usage of the balloon
amongst its membership to help achieve
economies of scale, and to enlarge membership
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NCBC should adopt policies which will be capable
of sustaining the Club balloon operations into the
future, including beyond the lifetime of the first
balloon.
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Club Balloon Procedures would:
•

detail booking procedures for the Balloon (e.g.
members, either crew or pilot, could book the
Balloon through a web-based public booking
calendar, subject to a deposit)

•

establish a per hour NCBC incremental cost
coverage rate, to cover propane costs, annual
maintenance, annual airworthiness certification,
insurance costs, and any other Club Balloon costs
not covered by a sponsor or granting agency or
stated to be the specific responsibility of a booking
member (e.g. festival fees may be the responsibility
of the booking member).

•

set out mandatory procedures for safe operation of
the balloon

Balloon Operations
A Club Balloon Committee appointed by the Board of
Directors will:
•

organize detailed operations of the balloon,
developing such requirements as it deems
suitable, subject to approval of the Board

•

provide regular reports as required

•

manage and separately account for financial
resources for the Club Balloon

•

The NCBC Treasurer would be an ex officio
member of the Club Balloon Committee

•

The Club Balloon Committee would also make
any decisions on allocation of the balloon to
members where conflicts may arise, subject to
appeal to the Board of Directors.

•

The Club Balloon Committee would responsible for
maintain a Club Balloon Procedures manual.

•

Qualified Club Balloon Pilots would reqUire:
•

currency as a Pilot or Student Pilot with Transport
Canada;

•

currency on and practice of Club Balloon
Procedures;
satisfaction of all financial requirements adopted
by the Club Balloon Committee for operation of the
balloon;
satisfaction of all service obligations (Balloon
maintenance, charitable or sponsor obligations,
etc.);
listing on the Club Balloon insurance policy as an
insured pilot;

•

•

establish procedures for aircraft log entries

•

detail service tasks (including balloon and trailer
maintenance, satisfaction of charitable and
sponsor obligations, organization of work parties,
etc.)

Club Balloon Insurance

An NCBC Chief Pilot will be appointed by the
Board of Directors further to a recommendation of
the Club Balloon Committee, to oversee daily
operations of the Club Balloon, and test and certify
Club Balloon Committee members as qualified
Club Balloon Pilots.

•

set out mandatory towing procedures and
requirements for the Club Balloon trailer

currency of certification by the Chief Pilot as
meeting the above requirements; subject to
immediate revocation at the discretion of the Chief
Pilot to protect the interests of the Club.

•

$2,000,000.00 third party liability insurance for
named pilots-in-command;
Hull insurance combined with a deductible limit of
$1,000.00 if deemed desirable by the NCBC or
provided by the
the deductible would be the responsibility of the
Pilot-in-Command of the balloon when the damage
occurred.
NCBC Club Balloon Committee
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Winterlude Balloon Burner

Music Festival
Yes, that's right-wild Bill, eh? has done it again with
the help of several Club members, other pilots, and the
National Capital Commission. Could anyone but Bill
be creative enough-and resourceful enough-to
orchestrate 12 blasting burners to music, in a giant
candle display that almost melted the snow sculpture
blocks and at least helped keep the crowd wann????

Bill cooling off in the icy bucket... before he wanns things up!
And thi ' a I took placc on Parliament Hill, where Bill
has achiev d so many of his firsts (but we won't get
into that).
Les Welsh
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